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Summary 
In previous reports, the leaf function sleafhn(l) is defined. This function is satisfied by the ordinary differential 
equation (ODE) and the following initial conditions: 
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2
   nlrn
dl
lrd n  
  00  r  
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dr  
 
Variable r(l) consisting of parameter l represents the hyperbolic leaf functions. Parameter n represents the basis 
(the natural number). In the case of the basis n = 1, the hyperbolic leaf function sleafh1(l) represents the 
hyperbolic function sinh(l). With respect to an arbitrary basis n, the hyperbolic leaf function sleafhn(l) is closely 
related to the leaf function sleafn(l). 
 In this paper, the hyperbolic leaf function cleafhn(l) is defined. This function is satisfied by the 
abovementioned ordinary differential equation and the following initial conditions: 
 
    ,3,2,1122
2
   nlrn
dl
lrd n  
  10  r  
  00  
dl
dr  
 
Compared to the hyperbolic leaf function sleafhn(l), only the initial condition of the hyperbolic leaf function 
cleafhn(l) is different. In the case of the basis n = 1, the function represents the hyperbolic function cosh(l). This 
function is closely related to other functions cleafn(l), sleafn(l), and sleafhn(l). 
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1㸬Introduction 
In this paper, the hyperbolic leaf function cleafhn(l) is 
presented. This function is satisfied by the ordinary 
differential equation (ODE) and the following initial 
conditions: 
 
    ,3,2,1122
2
   nlrn
dl
lrd n  (1) 
   0,110    lrorr  (2) 
  00  
dl
dr  (3) 
 
Compared to the hyperbolic leaf function sleafhn(l), only the 
initial condition of the hyperbolic leaf function cleafhn(l) is 
different. In the case of the basis n = 1, the function 
represents the hyperbolic function cosh(l).  
 
2㸬Definition of Hyperbolic Leaf Function cleafhn(l) 
In this section, we discuss about Eq. (1). The basis n 
represents the natural number 1, 2, 3,͐ By multiplying 
dr/dl to both sides of Eq. (1), the following equation is 
obtained: 
 
,3,2,1122
2
   n
dl
drnr
dl
rd
dl
dr n  (4) 
 
By integrating both sides of the above equation, the 
following equation is obtained: 
 
,3,2,1
2
1
2
1 2
2
  ¸
¹
·¨
©
§ nCr
dl
dr n  (5) 
 
C represents the constant of integration. C is determined by 
the initial conditions (Eqs. (2)–(3)). Therefore, the equation 
is as follows: 
 
2
1 C  (6) 
 
Using the above results and Eq. (5), the following equation 
is obtained: 
 
 112 tr rr
dl
dr n  (7) 
 
where the variable r is satisfied by the inequality r Ӎ1. In 
the inequality l Ӎ0, the following equation is applied: 
 
 112 t rr
dl
dr n  (8) 
 
In the inequality l < 0, the following equation is applied: 
 
 112 t rr
dl
dr n  (9) 
 
In the inequality l Ӎ0, Eq. (8) is integrated from 1 to r after 
the variables are separated. 
 
 1
1
1
1 21
t

 ³³ rdttdl
r
n
r  (10) 
 
     1
1
11
1 2
t

  ³ rdtt
lrl
r
n
 (11) 
 
     1
1
11
1 2
t

 ³ rdttlrl
r
n
 (12) 
 
The symbol l(1)(=l(r)) becomes 0 by the initial condition of 
Eq. (2). 
 
   1
1
1
1 2
t

 ³ rdttrl
r
n
 (13) 
 
To define the inverse function that satisfies the above 
equation, the following equation is formulated: 
 
  ldt
t
racleafh
r
nn
 

 ³1 2 1
1  (14) 
 
In this paper, the prefix “a” of the hyperbolic leaf function 
cleafhn(l) represents the inverse function. Using the above 
equation, the following equation is obtained:  
 
 lcleafhr n  (15) 
 
In the case of the basis n = 1, the following equation is 
obtained: 
 
   llcleafh cosh1   (16) 
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In the inequality l < 0, based on the Eq. (7), the following 
equation is defined: 
 
1
1
1
1 2
t

 ³ rdtt
l
r
n
 (17) 
 
Using the above equation, the following equation is 
obtained:  
 
 lcleafhr n   (18) 
 
3㸬Graph of Hyperbolic Leaf Function: cleafhn(l) 
 The hyperbolic leaf function is shown in Fig. 1.  
 
 
Fig. 1 Curve of the hyperbolic leaf function cleafhn(l) 
 
Variable r and variable l represent the vertical axis and the 
horizontal axis, respectively. The hyperbolic leaf function 
cleafhn(l) is an even function. Therefore, it is obtained as 
follows: 
 
     ,3,2,1   nlcleafhlcleafh nn  (19) 
 
In the basis n = 1, the hyperbolic leaf function cleafh1(l) 
represents the hyperbolic function cosh(l). With respect to 
arbitrary basis n, the gradient of the function cleafhn(l) 
becomes 0.0 at l = 0.0. It is based on the initial conditions 
(Eqs. (2) and (3)). As the basis n increases, the gradients of 
the curves become sharp. The hyperbolic leaf function 
cleafhn(l) has the limit Șn except for the basis n = 1. We 
define the limit as follows:  
 
   ,3,2lim  f 
o
nlcleafhnl nK
 (20) 
 
The limit of the arbitrary basis n is obtained as follows: 
 
   ,3,2
1
1
1 2
  

 ³
f
nldt
t n
nK  (21) 
 
The values of the limit Șn are summarized in Table 1. 
 
Table 1 Limit Șn of variable l with respect to the hyperbolic 
leaf function cleafhn(l) (All results have been rounded to no 
more than six significant figures) 
Limit Șn Value 
Ș1 N/A 
Ș2 1.31102 
Ș3 0.70109 
Ș4 0.48197 
Ș5 0.36790 
Ș100 0.01581 
 
In the basis n = 2, the hyperbolic leaf function cleafhn(l) 
become 0 if the following equation is satisfied: 
 
2
2S l  (22) 
 
where the constant ʌ2 is described in Ref. [2]. The following 
equation is obtained by substituting Eq. (22) in Eq. (15): 
 
f ¸
¹
·¨
©
§
2
2
2
Scleafh  (23) 
 
Based on the above equation, we can predict the limit by 
following equation: 
 
¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§

 

   ³³
f
dt
t
dt
t
l
1
0 41 4
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
SK  (24) 
 
In the basis n = 3, we can predict the limit by the following 
equation: 
 
33 2K]   l  (25) 
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dt
t³
f

 
0 63 1
1]  (26) 
 
dt
t³
f

 
1 63 1
122K  (27) 
 
Based on the results of the numerical integration, we can 
find the above relation. The results of the limit are as 
follows: 
 
930222054235029413546175019079053254542611.40218210
2 33   K]
 (28) 
 
Using Eqs. (26) and (27), the limits ȗ3 and 2×Ș3 are 
calculated by fifty digit numbers, respectively. The limit ȗ3 
matches the limit 2×Ș3 by fifty digit numbers.  
 Limit Ș3 is also obtained by the following equation: 
 
dt
t
l ³ 
  2
1
0 63 1
1K  (29) 
 
Using the above equation, the following equation is 
obtained: 
 
dt
t
dt
t
dt
t
dt
t
³
³³³
f
ff

 



 

 
2
1 63
2
1 6
2
1
0 60 63
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
12
K
K
 (30) 
 
Finally, the following equation is obtained: 
 
dt
t³
f

 
2
1 63 1
1K  (31) 
 
Eq. (29) represents the following equation: 
 
 
2
1
33  Ksleafh  (32) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4㸬Extended Definition of Hyperbolic Leaf Function 
cleafhn(l) 
With respect to an arbitrary variable l, the value of the leaf 
function cleafn(l) can be obtained. On the other hand, except 
for the basis n = 1, the hyperbolic leaf function cleafhn(l) 
can only be obtained within the domain of the variable: 
 
 ,4,3,2  nl nn ]]  (33) 
 
The function is not supported for arbitrary variable l. 
Therefore, the hyperbolic leaf function is redefined as the 
multivalued function, so that the arbitrary variable r can 
correspond to the arbitrary variable l 
 
 
Fig. 2 Curve of the hyperbolic leaf function r = cleafh2(l) 
 
In the case of the basis n = 2, the curve of the hyperbolic 
leaf function is shown in Fig. 2. Numbers (1)–(10) represent 
the domain. By separating domains (1)–(10) with respect to 
the variable l, the relation between variable r and variable l 
is redefined. First, in the domain (1), gradient dl/dr becomes 
negative. 
 
 224 45,11
1 KK dt

 lr
rdr
dl  (34) 
 
The initial condition in the domain (1) is defined as the 
initial condition: l(1) = -4Ș2. The above equation is 
integrated from the number 1 to the variable r.  
 
   
 22
1 421 4
45,1
1
14
1
11
KK
K
dt

 

 ³³
lr
dt
t
dt
t
lrl
rr
 (35) 
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In the domain (2), gradient dl/dr becomes positive. 
 
 224 34,11
1 KK dt

 lr
rdr
dl  (36) 
 
The initial condition in domain (2) is defined as the initial 
condition: l(1) = -4Ș2. The above equation is integrated from 
the number 1 to the variable r.  
 
   
 22
1 421 4
34,1
1
14
1
11
KK
K
dt

 

 ³³
lr
dt
t
dt
t
lrl
rr
 (37) 
 
In the domain (3), gradient dl/dr becomes positive. 
 
 224 23,11
1 KK dd

 lr
rdr
dl  (38) 
 
The initial condition in the domain (3) is defined as the 
initial condition: l(-1) = -2Ș2. The above equation is 
integrated from the number -1 to the variable r.  
 
   
 22
1
421 4
23,1
1
12
1
11
KK
K
dd

 

 ³³


lr
dt
t
dt
t
lrl
r
r
 (39) 
 
In the domain (4), gradient dl/dr becomes negative. 
 
 224 2,11
1 KK dd

 lr
rdr
dl  (40) 
 
The initial condition in the domain (4) is defined as the 
initial condition: l(-1) = -2Ș2. The above equation is 
integrated from the number -1 to the variable r.  
 
   
 22
1
421 4
2,1
1
12
1
11
KK
K
dd

 ¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§

 ³³


lr
dt
t
dt
t
lrl
r
r
 (41) 
 
In the domain (5), gradient dl/dr becomes negative. 
 
 0,1
1
1
24
dt

 lr
rdr
dl K  (42) 
 
The initial condition in the domain (5) is defined as the 
initial condition: l(1) = 0. The above equation is integrated 
from the number 1 to the variable r.  
 
   
 0,1
1
1
1
11
2
1
41 4
dt

 ¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§

 ³³
lr
dt
t
dt
t
lrl
r
r
K
 (43) 
 
 
In the domain (6), gradient dl/dr becomes positive. 
 
 24 0,11
1 Kdt

 lr
rdr
dl  (44) 
 
The initial condition in domain (6) is defined as the initial 
condition: l(1) = 0. The above equation is integrated from 
the number 1 to the variable r.  
 
   
 2
1 41 4
0,1
1
1
1
11
Kdt

 

 ³³
lr
dt
t
dt
t
lrl
rr
 (45) 
 
In the domain (7), gradient dl/dr becomes positive. 
 
 224 2,11
1 KK dt

 lr
rdr
dl  (46) 
 
The initial condition in the domain (7) is defined as the 
initial condition: l(-1) = 2Ș2. The above equation is 
integrated from the number -1 to the variable r.  
 
   
 22
1
421 4
2,1
1
12
1
11
KK
K
dd

 

 ³³


lr
dt
t
dt
t
lrl
r
r
 (47) 
 
In the domain (8), gradient dl/dr becomes negative. 
 
 224 32,11
1 KK dd

 lr
rdr
dl  (48) 
 
The initial condition in the domain (8) is defined as the 
initial condition: l(-1) = 2Ș2. The above equation is 
integrated from the number -1 to the variable r.  
 
   
 22
1
421 4
32,1
1
12
1
11
KK
K
dd

 ¸¸
¹
·
¨¨
©
§

 ³³


lr
dt
t
dt
t
lrl
r
r
 (49) 
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In the domain (9), gradient dl/dr becomes negative. 
 
 224 43,11
1 KK dt

 lr
rdr
dl  (50) 
 
The initial condition in the domain (9) is defined as the 
initial condition: l(1) = 4Ș2. The above equation is integrated 
from the number 1 to the variable r.  
 
   
 22
1 421 4
43,1
1
14
1
11
KK
K
dt

 ¸¸
¹
·
¨¨
©
§

 ³³
lr
dt
t
dt
t
lrl
rr
 (51) 
 
In the domain (10), gradient dl/dr becomes positive. 
 
 224 54,11
1 KK dt

 lr
rdr
dl  (52) 
 
The initial condition in the domain (10) is defined as the 
initial condition: l(1) = 4Ș2. The above equation is integrated 
from the number 1 to the variable r.  
 
   
 22
1 421 4
54,1
1
14
1
11
KK
K
dt

 

 ³³
lr
dt
t
dt
t
lrl
rr
 (53) 
 
With respect to arbitrary variable l, the relation between 
variable r and variable l is summarized in Table 2. The 
symbols n and m represent the basis and the integer number, 
respectively. 
In the case of the basis n = 2, 3, 4, 5, and 100, the graphs 
are shown from Fig. 2 to Fig. 6, respectively. The vertical 
axis and the horizontal axis represent variable r and variable 
l, respectively. Alternatively, both curves of a downward 
convex and an upward convex exist. In the case of a small 
basis n, the curve tends to be smooth and rounded. In the 
case of a large basis n, the curve tends to be sharp and 
angulated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2 Relation between variable r and variable l (Based on 
the hyperbolic leaf function cleafh2(l)) (except for n=1) 
Domain Domain of cleafh2(l) Initial 
condition  
Calculation formula 
and derivative 
(1) -5Ș2<lӌ-4Ș2 
 
rӍ1 
l=-4Ș2 
 
r=1 
  dt
t
rl
r
³  1 42 1
14K

1
1
4 
 
rdr
dl  
(2) -4Ș2ӌl<-3Ș2 
 
rӍ1 
l=-4Ș2 
 
r=1 
  dt
t
rl
r
³ 
 
1 42 1
14K
1
1
4 
 
rdr
dl  
(3) -3Ș2<lӌ-2Ș2 
 
rӌ1 
l=-2Ș2 
 
r=-1 
  dt
t
rl
r³


 
1
42 1
12K

1
1
4 
 
rdr
dl  
(4) -2Ș2ӌl<-Ș2 
 
rӌ1 
l=-2Ș2 
 
r=-1 
  dt
t
rl
r³


 
1
42 1
12K

1
1
4 
 
rdr
dl  
(5) -Ș2<lӌ

rӍ1 
l=0 
 
r=1 
  dt
t
rl
r
³  1 4 1
1 
1
1
4 
 
rdr
dl  
(6) ӌl<Ș2 
 
rӍ1 
l=0 
 
r=1 
  dt
t
rl
r
³  1 4 1
1 
1
1
4 
 
rdr
dl  
(7) Ș2<lӌȘ2 
 
rӌ1 
l=2Ș2 
 
r=-1 
  dt
t
rl
r³


 
1
42 1
12K

1
1
4 
 
rdr
dl  
(8) 2Ș2ӌl<3Ș2 
 
rӌ1 
l=2Ș2 
 
r=-1 
  dt
t
rl
r³


 
1
42 1
12K

1
1
4 
 
rdr
dl  
(9) 3Ș2<lӌ4Ș2 
 
rӍ1 
l=4Ș2 
 
r=1 
  dt
t
rl
r
³  1 42 1
14K

1
1
4 
 
rdr
dl  
(10) 4Ș2ӌl<5Ș2 
 
rӍ1 
l=4Ș2 
 
r=1 
  dt
t
rl
r
³  1 42 1
14K

1
1
4 
 
rdr
dl  
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Table 3 Relation between variable r and variable l (Based on 
the hyperbolic leaf function cleafhn(l)) (except for n=1) 
Domain of cleafhn(l) Initial 
condition  
Calculation formula and 
derivative 
(4m-1)Șn<lӌmȘn  
 
rӍ1 
l=4mȘn 
 
r=1 
  dt
t
mrl
r
nn ³ 
 
1 2 1
14 K
1
1
2 
 
nrdr
dl  
4mȘnӌl<(4m+1)Șn  
 
rӍ1 
l=4mȘn 
 
r=1 
  dt
t
mrl
r
nn ³ 
 
1 2 1
14 K
1
1
2 
 
nrdr
dl  
m+1)Șn<lӌm+2)Șn  
 
rӌ1 
l= (4m+2)Șn 
 
r=-1 
    dt
t
mrl
r nn ³


 
1
2 1
124 K
1
1
2 
 
nrdr
dl  
m+2)Șn<lӌm+3)Șn 
 
rӌ1 
l= (4m+2)Șn 
 
r=-1 
    dt
t
mrl
r nn ³


 
1
2 1
124 K
1
1
2 
 
nrdr
dl  
 
 
Fig. 3 Curve of the hyperbolic leaf function r = cleafh3(l) 
 
 
Fig. 4 Curve of the hyperbolic leaf function r = cleafh4(l) 
 
Fig. 5 Curve of hyperbolic leaf function r = cleafh5(l) 
 
Fig. 6 Curve of the hyperbolic leaf function r = cleafh100(l) 
 
5㸬Relation Between Hyperbolic Leaf Function cleafhn(l) 
and Other Function 
 In the case of the basis n = 1, the relation between the 
functions cleafh1(l) and sleafh1(l) is obtained as follows: 
 
      12121   lsleafhlcleafh  (54) 
 
The above equation represents the relation between the 
hyperbolic function cosh(l) and the hyperbolic function 
sinh(l).  
 In the case of the basis n = 2, the following equations are 
obtained: 
 
    122   lcleafhlcleaf  (55) 
 
      22
2
2
2 1
12
lsleafh
lsleafhlcleafh

  (56) 
 
For more information, see appendix B and C. In the case of 
the basis n = 3, the following equations are obtained: 
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 33
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
1414
12
KK 
 
mlm
lsleafhlcleafhlsleafhlcleafh
 (57) 
 
The functions cleafh3(l) and sleafh3(l) are defined as the 
multivalued function with periodicity Ș3 and periodicity ȗ3, 
respectively. Periodicity Ș3 does not match periodicity ȗ3. 
Periodicity Ș3 of the function cleafh3(l) is shorter than 
periodicity ȗ3 of the function sleafh3(l). The above equation 
is satisfied in the partial domain: ((4m - 1)Ș3 < l< (4m + 1)Ș3, 
m: integer number). 
 
6㸬Addition Theorem of Leaf Function 
 The addition theorem of the hyperbolic leaf function is 
described in this section. In the case of the basis n = 1, the 
following equation is obtained: 
 
         21112111211 lsleafhlcleafhlcleafhlsleafhllsleafh  
 (58) 
         21112111211 lsleafhlsleafhlcleafhlcleafhllcleafh  
 (59) 
 
These equations represent the relation between the 
hyperbolic function sinh(l) and hyperbolic function cosh(l). 
In the case of the basis n = 2, the following equation is 
obtained: 
 
 
         
     222212
4
1222
4
2212
212
1
11
lsleafhlsleafh
lsleafhlsleafhlsleafhlsleafh
llsleafh


 
 (60) 
 
       
           222212222212
2
'
21
'
22212
212
1
2
lcleafhlcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
lcleafhlcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
llcleafh

 

 (61) 
 
In the above equation, the superscript prime of the 
hyperbolic leaf function represents the derivative with 
respect to variable l. Based on the data from table 3, the sign 
(plus or minus) of the derivative is decided. In the case of 
the domain: 4mȘ2 ӌl1 ӌ(4m + 2)Ș2 and 4mȘ2 ӌl2 ӌ(4m 
+ 2)Ș2 (m: integer), the following equation is obtained: 
     14121'2  lcleafhlcleafh  (62) 
 
     14222'2  lcleafhlcleafh  (63) 
 
 
         
           222212222212
4
22
4
122212
212
1
112
lcleafhlcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
lcleafhlcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
llcleafh


 

 (64) 
 
In the case of the domain: 4mȘ2 ӌl1 ӌ(4m + 2)Ș2 and (4m 
+ 2)Ș2 ӌ l2 ӌ(4m + 4)Ș2, the following equation is 
obtained: 
 
     14121'2  lcleafhlcleafh  (65) 
 
     14222'2  lcleafhlcleafh  (66) 
 
 
         
           222212222212
4
22
4
122212
212
1
112
lcleafhlcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
lcleafhlcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
llcleafh


 

 (67) 
 
In the case of the domain: (4m + 2)Ș2 ӌl1 ӌ(4m + 4)Ș2 
and 4mȘ2 ӌl2 ӌ(4m + 2)Ș2, the following equation is 
obtained: 
 
     14121'2  lcleafhlcleafh  (68) 
 
     14222'2  lcleafhlcleafh  (69) 
 
 
         
           222212222212
4
22
4
122212
212
1
112
lcleafhlcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
lcleafhlcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
llcleafh


 

 (70) 
 
In the case of the domain: (4m + 2)Ș2 ӌl1 ӌ(4m + 4)Ș2 
and  (4m + 2)Ș2 ӌl2 ӌ(4m + 4)Ș2, the following equation 
is obtained: 
 
     14121'2  lcleafhlcleafh  (71) 
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 14222'2  lcleafhlcleafh  (72) 
 
 
         
           222212222212
4
22
4
122212
212
1
112
lcleafhlcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
lcleafhlcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
llcleafh


 

 (73) 
 
7㸬Maclaurin Series of Hyperbolic Leaf Function 
In this section, the Maclaurin series is applied to the 
hyperbolic leaf function. In the case of n = 2, the function 
cleafh2(l) is expanded as follows: 
 
   1086422 40
7
10
3
2
11 lOlllllcleafh   (74) 
 
For more information, see Appendix A. Symbol O(l10) 
represents the Landau symbol (the big O notation).  
 
   
600
6140
7
10
3
2
11
lim 10
8642
2
10
10
0
 
¸
¹
·¨
©
§ 
 
o l
lllllcleafh
l
lO
l
 (75) 
 
Subsequently, in the case of n = 3, the hyperbolic leaf 
function cleafh3(l) can be expanded by the Maclaurin series 
as follows:  
 
   1086423 896
5085
16
51
8
15
2
31 lOlllllcleafh   (76) 
 
In the case of n = 4, the hyperbolic leaf function cleafh4(l) 
can be expanded by the Maclaurin series as follows:  
 
   1086424 9
502
9
140
3
1421 lOlllllcleafh   (77) 
 
In the case of n = 5, the hyperbolic leaf function cleafh5(l) 
can be expanded by the Maclaurin series as follows:  
 
   1086425 896
277125
16
825
8
75
2
51 lOlllllcleafh  
 (78) 
 
 
 
 
8 㸬 Relation Between Leaf Function cleafn(l) and 
Hyperbolic Leaf Function cleafhn(l)  
Using complex numbers, the relation between leaf function 
cleafn(l) and hyperbolic leaf function cleafhn(l) is shown. 
The complex variable i࣭l is substituted for the variables l in 
the Maclaurin series of both functions cleafn(l) (See Ref.[2]) 
and cleafhn(l). Symbol i represents the imaginary number. In 
the case of the basis n = 1, the function cleaf1(l) and the 
function cleafh1(l) represent the function cos(l) and the 
function cosh(l), respectively. Therefore, the following 
equation is obtained: 
 
      )cosh(cos11 llilcleafhlicleaf     (79) 
 
In the case of the basis n = 2, the following equation is 
obtained: 
 
 
          
 
   lcleaflOllll
liOlililili
liOlililili
licleafh
2
108642
101088664422
108642
2
40
7
10
3
2
11
40
7
10
3
2
11
40
7
10
3
2
11
  
 
 

 (80) 
 
In the case of the basis n = 3, the following equation is 
obtained: 
 
 
 
   lcleaflOllll
liOlililili
licleafh
3
108642
101088664422
3
896
5085
16
51
8
15
2
31
896
5085
16
51
8
15
2
31
  
 

 (81) 
 
In the case of the basis n = 4, the following equation is 
obtained: 
 
 
 
   lcleaflOllll
liOlililili
licleafh
4
108642
101088664422
4
9
502
9
140
3
1421
9
502
9
140
3
1421
  
 

 (82) 
 
In the case of the basis n = 5, the following equation is 
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obtained: 
 
 
 
   lcleaflOllll
liOlililili
licleafh
5
108642
101088664422
5
896
277125
16
825
8
75
2
51
896
277125
16
825
8
75
2
51
  
 

 (83) 
 
Based on the above results, the following equation can be 
predicted: 
 
   lcleaflicleafh nn    (84) 
 
9㸬Conclusion 
In this report, the hyperbolic leaf function: cleafhn(l) is 
defined. The second derivative of the function is equal to the 
positive operator of the function with power 2n - 1 (n: 
natural number). The conclusions are summarized as 
follows: 
 
࣭In the case of n = 1, the function: cleafh1(l) represents the 
hyperbolic function: cosh(l). 
࣭As number n increases, the smooth curve of the function 
tends to be a convex or concave curve. 
࣭In the case of the condition n 䵑 2, the function cleafhn(l) 
has the limit with respect to variable l.  
࣭The equation between the hyperbolic leaf function and the 
leaf function is formulated by using the imaginary number. 
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Appendix A  
 In the case of n = 2, 3, 4, 5, the derivative and the 
Maclaurin series of the hyperbolic leaf function are 
described in this section. First, the hyperbolic leaf function: 
cleafh2(l) is expanded as the Maclaurin series. The first 
derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function cleafh2(l) is as 
follows: 
 
     1422  lcleafhlcleafhdl
d  (A1) 
 
The second derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function 
cleafh2(l) is as follows: 
 
    3222
2
2 lcleafhlcleafh
dl
d   (A2) 
 
The third derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function cleafh2(l) 
is as follows: 
 
        16 422223
3
 lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
dl
d  (A3) 
 
The fourth derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function 
cleafh2(l) is as follows: 
 
       1212 42224
4
 lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
dl
d  (A4) 
 
The fifth derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function cleafh2(l) 
is as follows: 
 
         111012 424225
5
 lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
dl
d
 (A5) 
 
The sixth derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function cleafh2(l) 
is as follows: 
  
        71072 423226
6
 lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
dl
d  (A6) 
 
The seventh derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function 
cleafh2(l) is as follows: 
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 1310504 424222
27
7
 lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
lcleafh
dl
d
 (A7) 
 
The eighth derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function 
cleafh2(l) is as follows: 
  
 
        82422
28
8
403631008 lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
lcleafh
dl
d
 
(A8) 
 
The ninth derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function 
cleafh2(l) is as follows: 
  
 
          11206013024 428242
29
9
 lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
lcleafh
dl
d
 (A9) 
 
The tenth derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function cleafh2(l) 
is as follows: 
 
 
         824232
210
10
6006601216048 lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
lcleafh
dl
d
 
 (A10) 
 
The eleventh derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function 
cleafh2(l) is as follows: 
 
    
          120014011
199584
4
2
8
2
4
2
2
2211
11

 
lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
lcleafhlcleafh
dl
d
 (A11) 
 
The twelfth derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function 
cleafh2(l) is as follows: 
 
   
          824242
2212
12
600780221211
399168
lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
lcleafhlcleafh
dl
d

 
 (A12) 
 
The thirteenth derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function: 
sleafh2(l) is as follows 
 
    
         ^ `824242
4
2213
13
1201081713011
1399168
lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
lcleafhlcleafh
dl
d

 
 (A13) 
 
Using the derivatives from Eqs. (A1)–(A13), the Maclaurin 
series of the hyperbolic leaf function: cleafh2(l) is 
formulated as follows: 
 
       
   
 
 108642
10864
9
29
9
3
23
3
2
22
2
222
40
7
10
3
2
11
!8
7056
!6
216
!4
12
!2
21
0
!9
10
!3
1
0
!2
10
!1
10
lOllll
lOllll
lcleafh
dl
dlcleafh
dl
d
lcleafh
dl
dlcleafh
dl
dcleafhlcleafh
 
 
¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§
¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§

¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§
¸
¹
·¨
©
§ 

 (A14) 
 
Symbol O represents the Landau symbol. Using the above 
equation, the second derivative with respect to variable l is 
obtained as follows: 
 
   864222
2
5
49962 lOllllcleafh
dl
d   (A15) 
 
Using Eq. (A14), the following equation is obtained: 
 
    
 18642
3
1086423
2
5
49962
40
7
10
3
2
1122
lOlll
lOlllllcleafh
 
¸
¹
·¨
©
§  
 (A16) 
Eq. (A15) is equal to Eq. (A16). Therefore, the hyperbolic 
leaf function: cleafh2(l) satisfies Eq. (1). Subsequently, in the 
case of the basis n = 3, the Maclaurin series is applied to the 
hyperbolic leaf function: cleafh3(l). The first derivative of 
the hyperbolic leaf function: cleafh3(l) is as follows: 
 
     1633  lcleafhlcleafhdl
d  (A17) 
 
The second derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function 
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cleafh3(l) is as follows: 
 
   lcleafhlcleafh
dl
d 5
332
2
3   (A18) 
 
The third derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function cleafh3(l) 
is as follows: 
 
        115 634333
3
 lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
dl
d  (A19) 
 
The fourth derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function 
cleafh3(l) is as follows: 
 
        4715 633334
4
 lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
dl
d (A20) 
 
The fifth derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function cleafh3(l) 
is as follows: 
 
 
          142145 636323
35
5
 lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
lcleafh
dl
d
(A21) 
 
The sixth derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function cleafh3(l) 
is as follows: 
 
 
        123633
36
6
231188845 lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
lcleafh
dl
d
 
(A22) 
 
The seventh derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function 
cleafh3(l) is as follows: 
 
    
      ^ `6363
6
337
7
42918878
145
lcleafhlcleafh
lcleafhlcleafh
dl
d

  (A23) 
 
The eighth derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function 
cleafh3(l) is as follows: 
 
    
      ^ `6363
5
338
8
1431527176
2025
lcleafhlcleafh
lcleafhlcleafh
dl
d

  (A24) 
 
The ninth derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function 
cleafh3(l) is as follows: 
 
       
      ^ `6363
6
3
4
339
9
221152780
122275
lcleafhlcleafh
lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
dl
d

  (A25) 
 
The tenth derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function cleafh3(l) 
is as follows: 
 
    
          1236363
3
3310
10
4199551216007320
22275
lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
lcleafhlcleafh
dl
d

 
 (A26) 
The eleventh derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function 
cleafh3(l) is as follows: 
 
       
          1236363
6
3
2
3311
11
293932756048007320
166825
lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
dl
d
u
 
 (A27) 
The twelfth derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function 
cleafh3(l) is as follows: 
 
 
    
     
  253
19
3
13
3
7
33
312
12
 253162341432
  004941481545  002051848260
  01806948000c 42768000  
lcleafh
lcleafhlcleafh
lcleafhlleafh
lcleafh
dl
d


 
 (A28) 
 
The thirteenth derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function 
cleafh3(l) is as follows: 
 
    
     ^
      `243183
12
3
6
3
6
3313
13
 2366136528099708
 7983248 378560-128
1334125
lcleafhlcleafh
lcleafhlcleafh
lcleafhlcleafh
dl
d


u 
 (A29) 
 
Using the derivatives from Eqs. (A17)–(A29), the 
Maclaurin series of the hyperbolic leaf function cleafh3(l) is 
formulated as follows: 
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108642
108642
3
896
5085
16
51
8
15
2
31
!8
228825 
!6
2295
!4
45
!2
31
lOllll
lOlllllcleafh
 
 
 (A30) 
 
Using the above equation, the second derivative with 
respect to variable l is obtained as follows: 
 
   864232
2
16
5085
8
765
2
453 lOllllcleafh
dl
d   (A31) 
 
Using Eq. (A30), the following equation is obtained: 
 
    
 8642
5
1086425
3
16
5085
8
765
2
453
896
5085
16
51
8
15
2
3133
lOlll
lOlllllcleafh
 
¸
¹
·¨
©
§  
 (A32) 
 
Eq. (A31) is equal to Eq. (A32). Therefore, the hyperbolic 
leaf function cleafh3(l) satisfies Eq. (1).  
Subsequently, in the case of the basis n = 4, the Maclaurin 
series is applied to the hyperbolic leaf function cleafh4(l). 
The first derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function cleafh4(l) 
is as follows: 
 
     1844  lcleafhlcleafhdl
d  (A33) 
 
The second derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function 
cleafh4(l) is as follows: 
 
    7442
2
4 lcleafhlcleafh
dl
d   (A34) 
 
The third derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function cleafh4(l) 
is as follows: 
 
        128 846443
3
 lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
dl
d  (A35) 
 
The fourth derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function 
cleafh4(l) is as follows: 
 
        3556 845444
4
 lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
dl
d  (A36) 
 
The fifth derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function cleafh4(l) 
is as follows: 
 
            1313280 84844445
5
 lcleafhlcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
dl
d
 (A37) 
 
The sixth derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function cleafh4(l) 
is as follows: 
 
    
      16484
3
446
6
52453
1120
lcleafhlcleafh
lcleafhlcleafh
dl
d

  (A38) 
 
The seventh derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function 
cleafh4(l) is as follows: 
 
       
      16484
8
4
2
447
7
9884959
11120
lcleafhlcleafh
lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
dl
d

  (A39) 
 
The eighth derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function 
cleafh4(l) is as follows: 
 
   
         24416484
448
8
108681235725029
2240
lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
lcleafhlcleafh
dl
d

 
 (A40) 
 
The ninth derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function 
cleafh4(l) is as follows: 
 
    
         24416484
8
449
9
271700210069225189
12240
lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
lcleafhlcleafh
dl
d

 
 (A41) 
 
The tenth derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function cleafh4(l) 
is as follows: 
 
    
         24416484
7
4410
10
5434076587259381287
313600
lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
lcleafhlcleafh
dl
d

 
 (A42) 
The eleventh derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function 
cleafh4(l) is as follows: 
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24416484
8
4
6
4411
11
168454017615013890709009
1313600
lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
dl
d

 
 (A43) 
The twelfth derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function: 
cleafh4(l) is as follows: 
 
    
              164848484
5
4412
12
129580217953103521131628551727027
627200
lcleafhlcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
lcleafhlcleafh
dl
d

 
 (A44) 
 
The thirteenth derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function 
cleafh4(l) is as follows: 
 
          
         24416484
8
4
8
4
4
4413
13
479446063206372173941162855
171039518153600
lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
lcleafhlcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
dl
d

 
 (A45) 
 
Using the derivatives from Eqs. (A33)–(A45), the 
Maclaurin series of the hyperbolic leaf function cleafh4(l) is 
formulated as follows: 
 
   1086424 9
502
9
140
3
1421 lOlllllcleafh   (A46) 
 
Using the above equation, the second derivative with 
respect to variable l is obtained as follows: 
 
   864242
2
9
28112
3
1400564 lOllllcleafh
dl
d  (A47) 
 
Using Eq. (A46), the following equation is obtained: 
 
    
 8642
7
1086427
4
9
28112
3
1400564
9
502
9
140
3
142144
lOlll
lOlllllcleafh
 
¸
¹
·¨
©
§  
 (A48) 
Eq. (A47) is equal to Eq. (A48). Therefore, the hyperbolic 
leaf function cleafh4(l) satisfies Eq. (1).  
Subsequently, in the case of the basis n = 5, the Maclaurin 
series is applied to the hyperbolic leaf function cleafh5(l). 
The first derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function cleafh5(l) 
is as follows: 
 
     11055  lcleaflcleafdl
d  (A49) 
 
The second derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function 
cleafh5(l) is as follows: 
 
    9552
2
5 lcleafhlcleafh
dl
d   (A50) 
 
The third derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function cleafh5(l) 
is as follows: 
 
        145 1058553
3
 lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
dl
d  (A51) 
 
The fourth derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function 
cleafh5(l) is as follows: 
 
        1057554
4
13845 lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
dl
d  
 (A52) 
 
The fifth derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function cleafh5(l) 
is as follows: 
 
    
       122156
45
10
5
10
5
6
555
5

 
lcleafhlcleafh
lcleafhlcleafh
dl
d  (A53) 
 
The sixth derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function cleafh5(l) 
is as follows: 
 
    
      205105
5
556
6
15471384112
135
lcleafhlcleafh
lcleafhlcleafh
dl
d

  (A54) 
 
The seventh derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function 
cleafh5(l) is as follows: 
 
       
      205105
10
5
4
557
7
77354152112
1675
lcleafhlcleafh
lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
dl
d

  (A55) 
 
The eighth derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function 
cleafh5(l) is as follows: 
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305205105
3
558
8
22431526452859136448
675
lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
lcleafhlcleafh
dl
d

 
 (A56) 
 
The ninth derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function 
cleafh5(l) is as follows: 
 
       
         305205105
10
5
2
559
9
24674652028048256256448
12025
lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
dl
d

 
 (A57) 
 
The tenth derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function cleafh5(l) 
is as follows: 
 
      
         405305205
10
55510
10
9129620513371617648973408
30782088962025
lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
dl
d

 
 (A58) 
The eleventh derivative of the hyperbolic leaf function 
cleafh5(l) is as follows: 
 
       
         305205105
10
5
10
5511
11
340285855376836496934946883078208
1189612025
lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
lcleafhlcleafhlcleafh
dl
d

 
 (A59) 
 
Using the derivatives from Eqs. (A49)–(A59), the 
Maclaurin series of the hyperbolic leaf function cleafh5(l) is 
formulated as follows: 
 
   1086425 896
277125
16
825
8
75
2
51 lOlllllcleafh  
 (A60) 
 
Using the above equation, the second derivative with 
respect to variable l is obtained as follows: 
 
   864252
2
16
277125
8
12375
2
2255 lOllllcleafh
dl
d  
 (A61) 
 
Using Eq. (A60), the following equation is obtained: 
 
    
 8642
9
1086429
5
16
277125
8
12375
2
2255
896
277125
16
825
8
75
2
5155
lOlll
lOlllllcleafh
 
¸
¹
·¨
©
§  
 (A62) 
 
Eq. (A61) is equal to Eq. (A62). Therefore, the hyperbolic 
leaf function cleafh5(l) satisfies Eq. (1). 
 
Appendix B  
 In this section, the relation between the leaf function 
cleaf2(l) and the hyperbolic leaf function cleafh2(l) is 
described. The following polynomial is considered: 
 
1 xy  (B1) 
 
The following equation is obtained by differentiating the 
above equation with respect to variable x: 
 
2
1
xdx
dy   (B2) 
 
Using Eqs. (B1) - (B2), the following equation is obtained: 
 
1
11
1
1
11
1
1
1
424
2
244

 

 
¸
¹
·¨
©
§ 
¸
¹
·
¨
©
§
 

xxx
x
x
x
dx
dy
y  (B3) 
 
The following equation is obtained from the above equation: 
 
0
11 44
 


 x
dx
y
dy  (B4) 
 
Variables x and y are defined by the following equations: 
 
 lcleafhx 2  (B5) 
 
 lcleafy 2  (B6) 
 
The domain of variable l is as follows: 
 
  22 244 KK dd mlm  (B7) 
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The number m represent the integer. The following 
equation is obtained by differentiating the above equation 
with respect to variable l: 
 
   11 442   xlcleafhdl
dx  (B8) 
 
   442 11 ylcleafdl
dy    (B9) 
 
The following equation is obtained by substituting Eqs. 
(B8)–(B9) into Eq. (B4): 
 
01
1
11
1
1
1
1
1
1
11
4
4
4
4
4444
 



 



 



dlx
x
dly
y
dl
dl
dx
x
dl
dl
dy
yx
dx
y
dy
 (B10) 
 
On the other hand, the domain of variable l is as follows: 
 
  22 424 KK mlm dd  (B11) 
 
The following equation is obtained by differentiating the 
above equation with respect to variable l: 
 
   11 442   xlcleafhdl
dx  (B12) 
 
   442 11 ylcleafdl
dy    (B13) 
 
The following equation is obtained by substituting Eqs. 
(B12)–(B13) into Eq. (B4): 
 
01
1
11
1
1
1
1
1
1
11
4
4
4
4
4444
 



 



 



dlx
x
dly
y
dl
dl
dx
x
dl
dl
dy
yx
dx
y
dy
 (B14) 
 
Eqs. (B5) and (B6) satisfy Eq. (B1). Therefore, the 
following relation is obtained: 
 
    122   lcleafhlcleaf  (B15) 
 
Appendix C  
 In this section, the relation between the hyperbolic leaf 
function sleafh2(l) and the hyperbolic leaf function cleafh2(l) 
is described. The following polynomial is considered: 
 
122   xyyx  (C1) 
 
The following equation is obtained from the above equation: 
 
2
2
1
1
x
xy

  (C2) 
 
The following equation is obtained by differentiating the 
above equation with respect to variable x: 
 
 221
4
x
x
dx
dy

  (C3) 
 
Using Eqs. (C2)–(C3), the following equation is obtained: 
 
 
 
  x
x
xx
x
xx
x
x
x
x
xdx
dy
y
4224
22
224
2
24
1
2
1
4
122
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
1

 

 

¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§


 

 (C4) 
 
where the above equation is applied to xx  2 . In the 
inequality x 䵑 0, the above equation is transformed as 
follows: 
 
0
1
2
1 44
 


 x
dx
y
dy  (C5) 
 
The variables x and y are defined by the following equations: 
 
 lsleafhx 2  (C6) 
 
 lcleafhy 22  (C7) 
 
In the condition   02 t lsleafhx , the domain of variable l 
is as follows: 
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 22 244 KK dd mlm  (C8) 
 
The number m represent the integer. The following equation 
is obtained by differentiating the above equation with 
respect to variable l: 
 
   442 11 xlsleafhdl
dx    (C9) 
 
   12122 442   ylcleafhdl
dy  (C10) 
 
The following equation is obtained by substituting Eqs. 
(C8)–(C9) into Eq. (C5): 
 
01
1
212
1
1
1
12
1
1
1
2
1
4
4
4
4
4444
 



 



 



dlx
x
dly
y
dl
dl
dx
x
dl
dl
dy
yx
dx
y
dy
 (C11) 
 
In the inequality x < 0, the above equation is transformed as 
follows: 
 
0
1
2
1 44
 


 x
dx
y
dy  (C12) 
 
In the condition   02  lsleafhx , the domain of variable l 
is as follows: 
 
  22 424 KK mlm dd  (C13) 
 
Using Eqs. (C6) and (C7), the following equation is obtained 
by differentiating the above equation with respect to variable 
l. 
 
   442 11 xlsleafhdl
dx    (C14) 
 
   12122 442   ylcleafhdl
dy  (C15) 
 
The following equation is obtained by substituting Eqs. 
(C14)–(C15) into Eq. (C12). 
 
  01
1
212
1
1
1
12
1
1
1
2
1
4
4
4
4
4444
 



 



 



dlx
x
dly
y
dl
dl
dx
x
dl
dl
dy
yx
dx
y
dy
 (C16) 
 
Eqs. (C6) and (C7) satisfy Eq. (C1). Therefore, the 
following relation is obtained: 
 
      22
2
2
2 1
12
lsleafh
lsleafhlcleafh

  (C17) 
 
Appendix D  
 In this section, the relation between the hyperbolic leaf 
function: sleafh3(l) and the hyperbolic leaf function:  
cleafh3(l) is described. The following polynomial is 
considered: 
 
12 2222   yxyx  (D1) 
 
The above equation is solved for variable y. 
 
12
1
2
2

r 
x
xy  (D2) 
 
The following equation is obtained by differentiating the 
above equation with respect to variable x: 
 
 2322 211
3
xx
x
dx
dy

r  (D3) 
 
Using Eqs. (D2)–(D3), the following equation is obtained: 
 
 
 
1
1
11
211
3
3
21
211
3
12
11
1
1
1
666422
2
3
22642
2
3
2
2
3
226
2
2
6

r 

r 

r 

r 

¸
¸
¹
·
¨
¨
©
§


r 

xxx
x
xxxx
x
xx
x
xxx
x
xx
x
x
x
dx
dy
y
 (D4) 
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The following equation is obtained from the above equation: 
 
0
11 66
 

r
 x
dx
y
dy  (D5) 
 
Variables x and y are defined by the following equations: 
 
 lcleafhx 3  (D6) 
 
 lsleafhy 3  (D7) 
 
The following equation is obtained by differentiating the 
above equation with respect to variable l: 
 
   11 663 r r xlcleafhdl
dx  (D8) 
 
   663 11 ylsleafhdl
dy    (D9) 
 
Using Eq. (D5), (D8) and (D9), the following relation is 
obtained: 
 
           
    33
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
1414
12
KK 
 
mlm
lsleafhlcleafhlsleafhlcleafh
 (D10) 
 
Appendix E  
 To prove the addition theorem of Eq. (64), we define the 
following equation: 
 
cll   21  (E1) 
 
Symbol c represents the arbitrary constant. Using Eqs. (E1) 
and (64), the following equation is obtained: 
 
 
         
           212212212212
4
12
4
121212
2
1
112
lccleafhlcleafhlccleafhlcleafh
lccleafhlcleafhlccleafhlcleafh
ccleafh


 
 (E2) 
 
The right side of the above equation is defined as follows: 
 
 
         
           212212212212
4
12
4
121212
1
1
112
lccleafhlcleafhlccleafhlcleafh
lccleafhlcleafhlccleafhlcleafh
lF


 
 (E3) 
 
The symbol cleafh2(c) is just a constant. The following 
equation is derived from Eq. (E2) and Eq. (E3): 
 
   ccleafhlF 21   (E4) 
 
Therefore, function F(l1) also has to be a constant. 
  
  0
1
1  
w
w
l
lF  (E5) 
 
If the above equation is satisfied, function F(l1) becomes a 
constant. To prove Eq. (E5), function F(l1) is differentiated 
with respect to variable l1. 
 
           ^ `
           ^ `
           ^ `
         ^ `
           ^ `
           ^ `cu



u

c

 
w
w
2
12
2
12
2
12
2
12
22
12
2
12
2
12
2
12
4
12
4
121212
2
12
2
12
2
12
2
12
22
12
2
12
2
12
2
12
4
12
4
121212
1
1
1
1
112
1
1
112
lccleafhlcleafhlccleafhlcleafh
lccleafhlcleafhlccleafhlcleafh
lccleafhlcleafhlccleafhlcleafh
lccleafhlcleafhlccleafhlcleafh
lccleafhlcleafhlccleafhlcleafh
lccleafhlcleafhlccleafhlcleafh
l
lF
 (E6) 
 
On the other hand, the following equation is obtained: 
 
         ^ `
    ^ `   
    ^ `    112
112
112
4
12
2
1212
4
12
2
1212
4
12
4
121212

 
c
lcleafhlccleafhlccleafh
lccleafhlcleafhlcleafh
lccleafhlcleafhlccleafhlcleafh
 (E7) 
 
           ^ `
             ^ `
          1212
112
1
4
1212
4
1212
4
1212
4
12121212
2
12
2
12
2
12
2
12

 
c
lccleafhlccleafhlcleafhlcleafh
lcleafhlccleafhlccleafhlcleafhlccleafhlcleafh
lccleafhlcleafhlccleafhlcleafh
 (E8) 
 
By substituting Eqs. (E7) and (E8) into Eq. (E6), Eq. (E5) is 
obtained. Function F(l1) does not depend on variable l1. 
Therefore, the following equation is obtained: 
 
   01 FlF   (E9) 
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By substituting l1 = 0 into Eq. (E3), the following equation is 
obtained: 
 
           
           
    
     
 ccleafh
ccleafhccleafh
ccleafhccleafh
ccleafhcleafhccleafhcleafh
ccleafhcleafhccleafhcleafh
F
22
2
2
2
4
22
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
2
4
222
11
1112
001
11002
0
 


 


 
 (E10) 
 
From Eqs. (E9) and (E10), Eq. (E4) is obtained. The proof is 
the same as Eqs. (67), (70), and (73). 
 
Appendix F  
Using imaginary number i, Eqs. (54)–(57) can be derived 
by using Eqs. (65)–(67) in Ref. [2]. As shown in Eq. (84), 
the hyperbolic leaf function is related to the leaf function 
through imaginary number i. By replacing variable l into 
variable i࣭l, the following equation is obtained: 
 
   licleaflcleafh nn    (F1) 
 
The hyperbolic leaf function cleafhn(l) is the even function. 
The following equation is obtained: 
 
   licleaflcleafh nn   (F2) 
 
In a similar manner, as described in the above procedure, 
the following equation is obtained by using Eqs. (30)–(32) in 
Ref. [3]: 
 
     ,,3,2,11212     mlisleafhilsleaf mm  (F3) 
     ,3,2,122    mlisleafilsleaf mm  (F4) 
     ,3,2,122    mlisleafhilsleafh mm  (F5) 
 
The hyperbolic leaf function sleafhn(l) is the odd function. 
The following equation is obtained: 
 
     ,,3,2,11212     mlisleafhlsleafi mm  (F6) 
     ,3,2,122    mlisleaflsleafi mm  (F7) 
     ,3,2,122    mlisleafhlsleafhi mm  (F8) 
 
In the case of the basis n = 1, the following equation 
between the leaf function and the hyperbolic leaf function is 
obtained: 
 
      12121   licleaflisleaf  (F9) 
 
By substituting Eqs. (F6) and (F2) into Eq. (F9), the 
following equation is obtained: 
 
      12121   lcleafhlsleafhi  (F10) 
 
      12121   lsleafhlcleafh  (F11) 
 
The above equation has the same relation between the 
hyperbolic function sinh(l) and the hyperbolic function 
cosh(l). In the case of the basis n = 2, the leaf function: 
sleaf2(l) is related to the leaf function: cleaf2(l). 
 
            122222222   lcleaflsleaflcleaflsleaf  (F12) 
 
By replacing variable l into variable i࣭l, the following 
equation is obtained: 
 
            122222222   licleaflisleaflicleaflisleaf  (F13) 
 
By substituting Eqs. (F7) and (F2) into the above equation, 
the following equation is obtained: 
            122222222   lcleafhlsleafilcleafhlsleafi  (F14) 
 
            122222222   lcleafhlsleaflcleafhlsleaf  (F15) 
 
By substituting variable l into variable l2 , the following 
equation is obtained: 
 
            12222 22222222   lcleafhlsleaflcleafhlsleaf  (F16) 
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By substituting Eq. (33) in Ref [3], the following equation is 
obtained: 
 
  
     
  
      121
22
1
2 2
24
2
2
22
24
2
2
2  



 lcleafh
lsleafh
lsleafhlcleafh
lsleafh
lsleafh
 (F17) 
 
The above equation is simplified as follows: 
 
  ^ `      ^ ` 0121 22222222   lsleafhlcleafhlsleafh  (F18) 
 
Eq. (56) is obtained from the above equation. 
 In the case of the basis n = 3, the leaf function sleaf3(l) is 
related to the leaf function cleaf3(l). 
 
            12 23232323   lcleaflsleaflcleaflsleaf  (F19) 
 
By replacing variable l into variable i࣭l, the following 
equation is obtained: 
 
            12 23232323   licleaflisleaflicleaflisleaf
 (F20) 
 
By substituting Eq. (F2) and (F6) into Eq. (F20), the 
following equation is obtained: 
 
            12 23232323   lcleafhlsleafhilcleafhlsleafhi  (F21) 
 
            12 23232323   lcleafhlsleafhlsleafhlcleafh  (F22) 
 
The Eq. (57) is obtained. 
 
Appendix G  
In the case of the basis n = 2, the addition theorem of the 
leaf function sleaf2(l) is obtained as follows: 
 
 
         
     222212
4
1222
4
2212
212
1
11
lsleaflsleaf
lsleaflsleaflsleaflsleaf
llsleaf

r
 r
 (G1) 
 
By replacing variable l into variable i࣭l, the following 
equation is obtained: 
 
 
         
     222212
4
1222
4
2212
212
1
11
lisleaflisleaf
lisleaflisleaflisleaflisleaf
lilisleaf

r
 r
 (G2) 
 
By substituting Eqs. (F7) into the above equation, the 
following equation is obtained: 
 
 
         
     222212
4
1222
4
2212
212
1
11
lsleafilsleafi
lsleafilsleafilsleafilsleafi
llsleafi

r
 r
 (G3) 
 
The above equation is simplified as equation (G1).  
 In the case of the basis n = 2, the addition theorem of the 
leaf function cleaf2(l) is obtained as follows: 
 
 
         
     222212
4
1222
4
2212
212
1
11
lsleaflcleaf
lcleaflsleaflsleaflcleaf
llcleaf


 
 (G4) 
 
By replacing variable l into variable i࣭l, the following 
equation is obtained: 
 
         
     222212
4
1222
4
2212
212
1
11
lisleaflicleaf
licleaflisleaflisleaflicleaf
lilicleaf


 
 (G5) 
 
By substituting Eq. (F2) and Eq. (F7) into the above 
equation, the following equation is obtained: 
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222212
4
1222
4
2212
2
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2
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4
1222
4
2212
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1
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1
11
lsleaflcleafh
lcleafhlsleafilsleaflcleafh
lsleafilcleafh
lcleafhlsleafilsleafilcleafh
llcleafh


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
 

 (G6) 
 
The range of the hyperbolic leaf function is as follows: 
 
  12 tlcleafh  (G7) 
 
The root of the second term becomes negative. Therefore, 
Eq. (G6) is defined as follows: 
 
 
         
     
         
     222212
4
1222
4
2212
2
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2
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4
1222
4
2212
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1
11
1
11
lsleaflcleafh
lcleafhlsleaflsleaflcleafh
lsleaflcleafh
lcleafhilsleafilsleaflcleafh
llcleafh
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
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
 (G8) 
 
The following equation is obtained from Eq. (F15): 
 
    
   1
1
2
2
2
2
2 
r 
lcleafh
lcleafhlsleaf  (G9) 
 
By substituting the above equation into Eq. (G8), the 
following equation is obtained: 
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
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
22
2
222
12
4
122
22
2
22
2
2
22
2
22
12
212
lcleafh
lcleafh
lcleafh
lcleafh
lcleafh
lcleafh
lcleafh
lcleafh
lcleafh
llcleafh
 (G10) 
 
By multiplying the numerator and the denominator 
by    1222 lcleafh , the above equation is simplified as 
follows: 
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 (G11) 
 
In the above equation, the superscript prime ‘ of the 
hyperbolic leaf function represents the derivative with 
respect to variable l. 
 
Appendix H  
 In this section, the relation between the hyperbolic 
function cosh(l) (=cleafh1(l)) and the hyperbolic leaf 
function cleafhn(l) is described. The following equation is 
considered: 
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Using the above equation, the following equation is 
obtained: 
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The above equation is differentiated with respect to 
variable l. 
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The following equation is obtained by integrating the above 
equation from 0 to l: 
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Using Eqs. (H1) and (H4), the following equation is 
obtained: 
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Note that the above equation is satisfied with the inequality: 
cleafhn(l)Ӎ1, if the basis n is odd number. 
 
Appendix I  
 The integration of the hyperbolic leaf function: 
(cleafhn(l))n-1 is obtained as follows: 
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The proof is as follows㸸 
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Using Eq. (I2) and Eq. (I3), the following equation is 
obtained: 
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In the case n=1 of Eq. (I1), the following equation is 
obtained: 
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Therefore, the following equation is obtained: 
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Using Eq. (16), the above equation represents the following 
equation: 
 
)sinh()cosh( llel   (I11) 
 
Appendix J  
 The numerical data of the hyperbolic leaf function is 
summarized in the table 4. 
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Table 4  Numerical data of hyperbolic leaf function cleafhn(l) 
(All results have been rounded to no more than five significant figures) 
l r (=cleafhn(l)) 
n=1 n=2 n=3 n=4 n=5 
0.0 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
0.2 1.0200 1.0408 1.0632 1.0886 1.1193 
0.4 1.0810 1.1741 1.3063 1.5978 -1.6710 
0.6 1.1854 1.4425 2.2251 -1.4175 -1.0496 
0.8 1.3374 1.9702 -2.2494 -1.0574 -1.0104 
1.0 1.5430 3.2181 -1.3107 -1.0026 -1.2510 
1.2 1.8106 9.0068 -1.0646 -1.1293 1.2736 
1.4 2.1508 -11.240 -1.0000 -1.9365 1.0130 
1.6 2.5774 -3.4629 -1.0617 1.3008 1.0020 
1.8 3.1074 -2.0568 -1.3020 1.0340 1.5862 
2.0 3.7621 -1.4842 -2.2016 1.0105 -1.1305 
2.2 4.5679 -1.1959 2.2746 1.1822 -1.0001 
2.4 5.5569 -1.0505 1.3151 3.2310 -1.1089 
2.6 6.7690 -1.0004 1.0661 -1.2181 1.7851 
2.8 8.2527 -1.0321 1.0000 -1.0172 1.0557 
3.0 10.067 -1.1540 1.0603 -1.0240 1.0081 
3.2 12.286 -1.4036 1.2977 -1.2523 1.2303 
3.4 14.998 -1.8910 2.1787 2.3356 -1.2987 
3.6 18.312 -3.0059 -2.3007 1.1565 -1.0160 
3.8 22.361 -7.5141 -1.3196 1.0062 -1.0387 
4.0 27.308 14.944 -1.0676 1.0043 -1.5195 
4.2 33.350 3.7485 -1.0000 1.3482 1.1425 
4.4 40.731 2.1519 -1.0589 -1.7507 1.0005 
4.6 49.747 1.5292 -1.2935 -1.1095 1.0992 
4.8 60.759 1.2192 -2.1566 -1.0007 -1.9533 
5.0 74.209 1.0614 2.3276 -1.0705 -1.0623 
5.2 90.638 1.0019 1.3241 -1.4881 -1.0061 
5.4 110.70 1.0246 1.0692 1.5051 -1.2115 
Note: The value of the hyperbolic leaf function with respect to the inequality l < 0 can be calculated by using the 
characteristic of the even function (Eq. (19)). 
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